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Abstract
This paper presents an approach to design a non-singular fast terminal sliding model controller for residual current compensation inverters in compensated distribution networks
to compensate the fault current due to most commonly occurred single line-to-ground
faults. The main control objective is to completely eliminate the fault current in order to
mitigate the impacts of powerline bushfires. A non-singular fast terminal sliding surface
is used to design the controller so that the residual current compensation inverter can
quickly ensure the desired control performance without experiencing singularity problems.
In this scheme, the chattering effects are minimised by replacing the discontinuous function appearing in the control law with a continuous function and the Lyapunov stability
theory is utilised to demonstrate the theoretical stability of the control law. This paper also
includes an overview of the non-singular terminal sliding model controller as the performance of the non-singular fast terminal sliding model controller is compared with this
controller through rigorous simulation results over a range of fault currents. Simulation
results clearly demonstrate the faster convergence speed of the non-singular fast terminal
sliding model controller over the non-singular terminal sliding model controller for compensating the fault current and hence, mitigating powerline bushfires.

INTRODUCTION

Electric faults on powerlines in distribution networks produce
high fault currents which can ignite fires. One of the deadliest
bushfires in the recent history of Australia caused 159 fatalities (out of total 173) that started from powerline fires on
and around 7 February 2009 [1]. The 2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission recommended using the technology
to reduce bushfire risks with prioritising areas prone to such
bushfires along with other suggestions [1]. These events led
to the Victorian Government announcing Powerline Bushfire
Safety Program that mandates installing the rapid earth fault
current limiter (REFCL) technology in 45 high bushfire risk
locations in Victoria [2]. Different parts of the world (e.g. California) are planning to use the similar technology for mitigat-

ing powerline bushfires as the REFCL works by limiting the
amount of energy released through reducing the fault current
within a very short period so that fires do not start. This capability is developed by installing a traditional Petersen coil in conjunction with a residual current compensation (RCC) inverter
between the neutral and ground of the distribution transformer
in zone sub-stations. The Petersen coil is tuned automatically
with the distribution network so that the reactive component of
the fault current can be minimised [3] while the RCC inverter
controls both reactive and real components of this current as
the coil cannot be automatically tuned to completely compensate the reactive component. Hence, the control of the RCC
inverter plays a crucial role for compensating the fault current
in compensated distribution networks and mitigating powerline
bushfires.
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Different control schemes are proposed to compensate the
fault current for distribution networks. An admittance-based
closed-loop control scheme is proposed in [4] that compares
the locus plot of the neutral voltage to detect the faulty phase
where the phase-to-ground admittance significantly varies on
the faulty phase as compared to healthy phases. After the
faulty phase detection, the voltage source inverter in the residual current compensator applies a voltage to the neutral point
that compensates the active component of the fault current.
The fault detection and full compensation method proposed
in [5] relies on the calculation of the voltage drop between
the supply point and the fault location. The fault is detected
by utilising the principle of the travelling wave in the transmission lines. The fault current is suppressed by controlling
the zero-sequence voltage. The fault current suppression methods proposed in [4, 5] is shown to reduce the fault current
to a significant level during some controlled simulation environments. However, these methods need more case studies
and rigorous analysis of the control schemes that were not
attributed.
Proportional integral (PI) controllers have been used in
[6–8] to address the fast transient response requirement as well
as to reduce operational hazards arising from single-line-toground (SLG) faults. A cascaded H-bridge converter is used
in [6] whose output compensates the fault current while relying on the calculation of the zero-sequence voltage and current including the measurement of line parameters. A distributed communication scheme is proposed in [7] that uses
a PI controller to control the fault current which does not
require synchronised signals for decision making as in [5].
However, the approach in [7] cannot reduce the active component of the fault current. Another PI controller as implemented in [8] uses the pulse width modulation (PWM) technique to drive a full-bridge voltage source converter for injecting current into the neutral so that the active component of
the fault current can be compensated. The PI controllers in
[6–8] uses a single-loop control structure and cannot track sinusoidal references and thus, these methods provide poor tracking
performance.
The tracking performance is improved in [9, 10] by calculating the sinusoidal reference current that uses dual-loop control structures. In [9], the neutral voltage is controlled by the
outer voltage control loop whereas the inner loop PI controller
injects the current required to suppress the arc resulting from
an SLG fault. A similar dual-loop control structure is used in
[10] where the outer loop lag compensator generates the reference current that depends on the error of the neutral voltage
and the PI controller in the inner loop regulates the current of
the RCC inverter in the resonant grounded system. Combining the inner PI control loop with the outer lag compensator,
the tracking performance is improved in [9, 10] for the resonant grounded system, however, the damping characteristics
need to be adjusted. The damping characteristics of the controllers are controlled in [11, 12] by using proportional resonant (PR) controllers in addition to the PI controllers. An active
grounding system is developed in [11] to damp the neutral-to-
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ground overvoltage that arises due to the asymmetry of distributed line parameters, specially the shunt capacitance and the
inductance of the Petersen coil. In order to address the capacitive reactive current detection problem, an active device is presented in [12] that injects current into the neutral without large
capacity reactors. PI controllers are integrated with PR controllers in [11, 12] that ensures better tracking and active damping suppression, however, these controllers are designed to act
on typical low impedance faults though there are high chances
of high impedance faults in the network that needs to be taken
care of.
A robust H∞ control scheme is discussed in [13] that uses
a voltage source controller and provides a dynamic range of
fault resistance while considering parametric uncertainties in
filter parameters. In [13], the system is first order while the
order of the controller is 17 and a Gram matrix-based reduction
approach is used to reduce the order of the controller to seven.
However, seventh-order controller is not a feasible one while
considering form the perspective of the practical implementation. A model predictive control approach has been implemented in [14] that achieves a low steady-state current tracking error while maintaining fast dynamic responses and reduced
switching losses. Some case studies are conducted that demonstrate the performance of the controller, however, the method
in [14] uses a three-phase configuration of the arc suppression
device when a single-phase can serve the purposes. The controllers in [13, 14] are linear and supports only a limited set of
operating points that can be overcome by using non-linear controllers.
A non-linear backstepping control method is used in [15] by
using three-phase inverters with three coils applying the principle of eliminating SLG faults. The designed controller considers
the variation in the filter inductance, however, a single-phase arc
suppression device can be utilised to achieve similar objectives.
In [16], the backstepping control method is implemented on a
single-phase arc suppression device rather than the three-phase
architecture as discussed in [15]. In [16], the reference current
is calculated by using a second-order phase-locked loop that
over complicates the process though it effectively reduces the
fault current. The methods in [15, 16] consider bounded parametric uncertainty in the filter reactance without justifying the
reason of considering such parametric uncertainties. Furthermore, the complexity arising from the use of the phase-locked
loop in [16] can be avoided by using the fundamental analytical expression for the neutral current when there is a SLG
fault in the network. Though non-linear control schemes will
be extremely useful for the fault current compensation through
the RCC inverter in bushfire prone areas, these have not been
widely utilised for this application. Furthermore, all existing literature so far discussed in this paper do not consider the operational standard for compensating the fault current considering
the operational standards that need to be maintained to mitigate powerline bushfires. Apart from these, the RCC inverter
is mostly considered as the H-bridge converter where switches
experience high voltage stress and there exists high switching
losses.
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This paper proposes a new non-singular fast terminal sliding
mode controller (NFT-SMC) for the RCC inverter in a compensated distribution network which has not been used for such
an application. The proposed NFT-SMC is designed based on
a non-singular fast terminal sliding surface (NFT-SS) which is
capable to ensure the first convergence of the tracking error
without facing any singularity problems. Moreover, the switching control law using the NFT-SMC is developed in a way that
the chattering effect can be overcome for which the discontinuous signum function is replaced with a continuous function.
The proposed controller enables the RCC inverter to generate
switching pulses in order to ensure the desired current injection at the neutral point so that the fault current is completely
compensated or reduced to a value that is required for the mitigation powerline bushfires as per the regulatory framework as
indicated in [17]. The performance of the proposed controller
is also evaluated by satisfying the requirement for the faulty
phase voltage considering both low and high impedance faults
as indicated in [17]. The performance of the NFT-SMC is compared with a non-singular terminal sliding mode controller (NTSMC) in terms of the fault current, faulty phase voltage, and
injected current by considering both low and high impedance
faults.

the neutral-to-ground voltage (vN ). Generally, the Petersen coil
represented through an adjustable inductor (L p ) in Figure 1 is
used for compensating the reactive component of the fault current (i f ) and reduce its severity. This reactive compensation is
done through the resonance of L p with the total zero-sequence
capacitance of the distribution network. Figure 1 clearly shows
three impedance networks (i.e. one for each phase) having a
resistor (R0 ) and a capacitor (C0 ) with subscripts A, B, and C
representing corresponding three-phases (i.e. Phases A, B, and
C , respectively). The distribution network in Figure 1 is considered as a balanced one to some extents for which R0A =
R0B = R0C = R0 and C0A = C0B = C0C = C0 . In this section,
the model is developed by considering the fault on Phase A
with a fault resistance R f as indicated in Figure 1. As a result,
the fault-to-ground voltage (v f ) is basically the phase-to-ground
voltage for Phase A (vA ), i.e. v f = vA . The RCC inverter compensates both active and reactive components of the fault current by enforcing the neutral current (iN ) to its reference value
(i.e. iNre f ) such that i f becomes zero. Hence, it is essential to
calculate this neutral current in order to determine the reference value for which i f will be zero. The value of iN can be
calculated as
iN = i f + iA ∑ + iB ∑ + iC ∑

2
DYNAMIC MODEL OF RCC
INVERTERS
The compensated power distribution network in Figure 1 shows
a T-type RCC inverter which is used to inject the desired current
into the neutral and this paper focuses to design the switching signal for all four switches (i.e. S1 , S2 , S3 , and S4 ). This
RCC inverter is only activated by turning on the switch (SN )
when there is a fault in the distribution network while the step
up transformer at its output is used to match the voltage with

(1)

where iA ∑ , iB ∑ , and iC ∑ are currents flowing through zerosequence impedance networks in Phases A, B, and C , respectively, which can be written as follows:
iA ∑ = iR0A + iC0A
iB ∑ = iR0B + iC0B
iC ∑ = iR0C + iC0C

(2)
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where iR0A , iR0B , and iR0C are currents flowing through R0A ,
R0B , and R0C , respectively while iC0A , iC0B , and iC0C are currents flowing through C0A , C0B , and C0C , respectively. Since
R0A = R0B = R0C = R0 and C0A = C0B = C0C = C0 , the
currents in Equation (2) can be written as
iA

∑

dvC
vB
+ C0 0A
R0
dt

iC ∑ =

dvC
vC
+ C0 0A
R0
dt

dv
vA
+ C0 A
R0
dt

iB ∑ =

dv
vB
+ C0 B
R0
dt

iC ∑ =

dv
vC
+ C0 C
R0
dt

(3)

vf
Rf

=

vA
Rf

vA
v + vB + vC
d
+ A
+ C0 (vA + vB + vc ).
Rf
R0
dt

(6)

(7)

By applying Kirchhoff ’s voltage law (KVL), the phase-toground voltage for each phase can be represented as the sum of
the phase-to-neutral and neutral-to-ground voltages which can
be written as follows:
vA = eA + vN
vB = eB + vN
vC = eC + vN .

(
−

(5)

(8)

(10)

(11)

Similarly, the model can be developed by considering faults on
other phases and in that case, the neutral voltage needs to be
expressed in terms of the corresponding phase-to-ground voltage. Substituting the value of vN from Equation (11) into Equation (10), it can be written as

(4)

For a balanced distribution network, the vector sum of three
phase-to-neutral voltages will be zero. If phase-to-neutral voltages for Phases A, B, and C are represented by eA , eB , and eC ,
respectively; it can be written as
eA + eB + eC = 0.

vN = eA − vA.

(

Using Equations (4) and (5), Equation (1) can be written as
iN =

(9)

As indicated earlier on, the model is developed by considering
an SLG fault on Phase A for which it is essential to calculate
the neutral current in terms of the faulty phase voltage, i.e. vA .
Hence, vN in Equation (10) needs to be replaced in terms of vA
and eA which can be obtained from the first equation of the set
of equations in Equation (8) and written as follows:

iN =

and the fault current can be written as
if =

dv
vA
v
+ 3 N + 3C0 N .
Rf
R0
dt

iN =

where vC0A , vC0A , and vC0A are voltages across C0A , C0B , and C0C ,
respectively, which also represent the corresponding phase-toground voltages, i.e. vA , vB , and vC , respectively. Hence, vC0A =
vA , vC0B = vB , and vC0A = vC . Finally, Equation (3) can be rewritten as
iA ∑ =

vA + vB + vC = 3vN .
Using Equation (9), Equation (6) can be simplified as

dvC
v
= A + C0 0A
R0
dt

iB ∑ =

Since eA + eB + eC = 0, vA + vB + vC can be obtained from
Equation (8) and written as

3
1
+
R0 R f

)
dv
vA + 3C0 A
dt

)
de
3
eA + 3C0 A .
R0
dt

(12)

The dynamic of the current flowing through the neutral in
Equation (12) can be obtained applying KVL based on the loop
from the neutral-to-ground while considering the output voltage of the RCC inverter. This dynamic can be represented as
diN
mVdc − vN
=
dt
Lp

(13)

where Vdc is the total input voltage to the T-type RCC inverter
and m is the modulation index or switching control input of the
RCC inverter. The switching control signal m is regulated in such
a way that the RCC inverter injects a current to the neutral which
completely compensates the fault current and this will be possible if the reference value of the neutral current is selected as
follows based on Equation (12):
(
iNre f = −

)
de
3
eA + 3C0 A .
R0
dt

(14)

The proposed NFT-SMC will inject the current as represented
by Equation (14) in order to compensate the fault current and
mitigate powerline bushfires. The detailed designed procedure
for the NFT-SMC is presented in the following section along
with a brief overview of the NT-SMC.
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written as follows:

3
PROPOSED SLIDING MODE
CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR RCC
INVERTERS

Ṡ NFT −SMC = ė + k1 𝜆|e|𝜆−1 +

The selection of the sliding surface (SS) plays a significant role
to design the sliding mode controller (SMC) as the performance
of the controller depends on this surface. The desired performance can be achieved with an SMC if the SS is selected
in such a way that it converges to zero in a finite time. The
proposed NFT-SMC is designed in this section based on the
dynamical model in Equation (13) where the main target is to
determine m based on an NFT-SS as discussed in [18]. Here,
the control input for the RCC inverter is obtained by satisfying the stability criteria of the system. Similarly, the NTSMC is designed using the non-singular terminal sliding surface (NT-SS) as presented in [19, 20] as the performance of
the NFT-SMC is compared with this controller. The design
process of these controllers are discussed in the following
subsections.

k2 p qp −1
ė
̈e
q

where the values of ė and ̈e can be calculated as follows:
ė =

1
(mVdc − vN ) − i̇Nre f
Lp

̈e =

1
(mV
̇ dc − v̇ N ) − ̈iNre f .
Lp

NFT-SMC design for RCC inverters

The fast transient response without any singularity problems
can be ensured and the desired control performance can only
be achieved for an error (e = iN − iNre f ) if the following NFTSS is selected [18]:
SNFT −SMC = e + k1 e𝜆 + k2 ė

p
q

(15)

where SNFT −SMC denotes the NFT-SS; k1 and k2 are positive
constants; and p and q are positive odd numbers which satisfy
p
the condition, 1 < < 2 for avoiding the singularity problem
q

[19, 20]; and 𝜆 >

p
q

(19)

The condition for the stability, i.e. Ẇ NFT −SMC < 0 or
Ẇ NFT −SMC ≤ 0 will be satisfied if and only if the following condition holds:
Ṡ NFT −SMC = ė + k1 𝜆|e|𝜆−1 +

k2 p qp −1
ė
̈e
q

= −k3 sgn(SNFT −SMC )

3.1

(18)

(20)

where k3 is a large positive constant which is chosen to ensure
the stability of the system and sgn represents a discontinuous
signum function which can be written as
⎧+1 if S
NFT−SMC > 0
⎪
if SNFT−SMC = 0
sgn(SNFT−SMC ) = ⎨0
⎪−1 if SNFT−SMC < 0.
⎩

(21)

Using the condition in Equation (20), Equation (17) can be written as
Ẇ NFT −SMC = −k3 SNFT −SMC sgn(SNFT −SMC .

(22)

which is a positive constant used for ensur-

ing the fast convergence [18].
As indicated earlier in this section, the NFT-SS as presented
by Equation (15) requires to converge to zero (SNFT −SMC = 0)
within a finite time for ensuring the desired control performance, i.e. e = 0. Finally, the desired control law needs to be
obtained by satisfying the stability criteria for the NFT-SS in
Equation (15). To do this, the control Lyapunov function (CLF)
can be selected as follows:
1 2
WNFT −SMC = SNFT
−SMC
2

(16)

where WNFT −SMC is the CLF and its derivative can be written as
follows:
Ẇ NFT −SMC = SNFT −SMC Ṡ NFT −SMC .

(17)

For ensuring the stability, Ẇ NFT −SMC < 0 or Ẇ NFT −SMC ≤ 0
and thus, it is essential to calculate Ṡ NFT −SMC . This derivative
can be obtained by taking the derivative of Equation (15) and

At this point, the control law can be obtained from Equation (20) by substituting the values of ė and ̈e from Equation (19)
which can be written as
[
qL p
v̇ N
ṁ NFT−SMC =
+ ̈iNref
p
−1 L p
q
k2 p|e|
)
(
) ( (mV − v )
dc
N
𝜆−1
− 1 + k1 𝜆|e|
− i̇Nref
Lp
]
−k3 sgn(SNFT−SMC )
.
(23)
Here, ṁ NFT −SMC is considered as equivalent to ṁ for the NFTSMC. The discontinuous signum function in the control law in
Equation (23) produces chattering which can be eliminated by
introducing the following continuous function:
sgn(SNFT −SMC ) =

SNFT −SMC
|SNFT −SMC | + 𝜖

(24)
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FIGURE 2

Fault current for R f = 400 Ω with an SLG fault on Phase A

where 𝜖 is a small positive number which is used to avoid the
singularity problem for the condition |SNFT −SMC | = 0. Using
Equation (24), Equation (22) can be written as
Ẇ NFT −SMC = −k3

2
SNFT
−SMC

|SNFT −SMC | + 𝜖

≤0

3.2

ṁ NFT−SMC =

k2 p|e|
(
𝜆−1
− 1 + k1 𝜆|e|
−k3

[

p
−1
q

)(

2
SNFT−SMC

|SNFT−SMC | + 𝜀

The transient response without facing any singularity issues can
be achieved for an error (e) if the following non-singular terminal sliding surface (NT-SS) is selected [18]:
p

SNT −SMC = ė + k4 e q

v̇ N
+ ̈iNref
Lp

(mVdc − vN )
− i̇Nref
Lp
]
.

NT-SMC design for RCC inverters

(25)

which clearly indicates the stability under any circumstances.
Hence, the final control law for the NFT-SS can be written as
qL p

process for an NT-SMC as the performance of the NFT-SMC
is compared with this controller.

(27)

where SNT −SMC represents the NT-SS and k4 is a positive constant.
For analysing the convergence of the sliding surface and
error, the CLF (WNT −SMC ) can be selected as follows:

)

(26)

This control input is used for the RCC inverter to ensure the fast
convergence of the error, i.e. the desired tracking of the neutral
current. The following subsection presents the controller design

1 2
WNT −SMC = SNT
−SMC
2

(28)

and its derivative can be written as follows:
Ẇ NT −SMC = SNT −SMC Ṡ NT −SMC .

(29)
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FIGURE 3

Faulty phase voltage for R f = 400 Ω with an SLG fault on Phase A

For ensuring the stability, Ẇ NT −SMC can be obtained by taking
the derivative of Equation (27) and written as follows:
Ṡ NT −SMC = ̈e +

k4 p qp −1
|e| e.̇
q

(30)

The condition for the stability will be satisfied if and only if
the following condition holds:
Ṡ NT −SMC = ̈e +

k4 p qp −1
|e| ė
q

= −k5 sgn(SNT −SMC )

(31)

where k5 is a large positive constant which is chosen to ensure
the stability of the system and sgn represents a discontinuous
signum function as discussed in the previous subsection. Using
the condition in Equation (31), Equation (29) can be written as
Ẇ NT −SMC = −k5 SNT −SMC sgn(SNFT −SMC ).

(32)

At this instant, the control law can be obtained from Equation (31) by substituting the values of ė and ̈e from Equation (19)
which can be written as
[

k4 p qp −1
v̇ N
|e|
+ ̈iNref −
Vdc L p
q
(
)
]
v
Vdc
m − N − i̇Nref − k5 sgn(SNT−SMC ) .
Lp
Lp

ṁ NT−SMC =

Lp

(33)

Here, ṁ NT −SMC is considered as equivalent to ṁ for the NTSMC. The chattering effects due to the discontinuous signum
function in Equation (33) can be eliminated by introducing the
following continuous function:
sgn(SNT −SMC ) =

SNT −SMC
|SNT −SMC | + 𝜎

(34)

where 𝜎 is a small positive number which is used to avoid the
singularity problem for the condition |SNT −SMC | = 0. Using
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FIGURE 4

Injected current by the RCC inverter for R f = 400 Ω with an SLG fault on Phase A

Equation (34), Equation (32) can be written as
Ẇ NT −SMC = −k5

2
SNT
−SMC

|SNT −SMC | + 𝜎

4
≤0

(35)

which means the system is stable. Hence, the final control law
for the NT-SS can be written as
[
L p v̇ N
k4 p qp −1
ṁ NT−SMC =
|e|
+ ̈iNref −
Vdc L p
q
]
(
)
vN
SNT−SMC
Vdc
.
(36)
m−
− i̇Nref − k5
Lp
Lp
|SNT−SMC | + 𝜎
This control input is used for the RCC inverter to ensure
the fast convergence of the error, i.e. the desired tracking
of the neutral current. The following section shows some
case studies to compare the performances of NFT-SMC and
NT-SMC in compensating the fault current and faulty phase
voltage for an SLG fault in a compensated distribution network with an aim to reduce the likelihood of powerline
bushfires.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The compensated distribution network as shown in Figure 1 is
the test system used in this paper to verify the performance of
the NFT-SMC and NT-SMC in maintaining the fault current
and faulty phase voltage to zero through the action of the controller within the RCC inverter. Simulations are carried out in a
way that the fault current is compensated by the RCC inverter
with the designed NFT-SMC in order to mitigate the devastating effects of powerline bushfires. The test network and performance requirement for the controller as well as the control
system parameters are discussed next.

4.1

Test network

The Simulink platform is used to develop the test network as
well as design and test the effectiveness of the control laws.
The voltage level is taken as 22 kV line-to-line (rms) which
is the voltage of the distribution feeder where the REFCL
is being implemented in Victoria, Australia [17]. The rate
phase-to-neutral voltage is 12.7 kV (rms) which is also the
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FIGURE 5

Fault current for R f = 1.3 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A

phase-to-ground voltage if the neutral-to-ground voltage is kept
to a very low value by minimising the imbalance current in the
distribution network for the REFCL operation. The value of
the adjustable inductor (L p ) is considered as 0.9 H based on
the line parameters to make the resonance condition while the
zero-sequence resistance and capacitance for each phase is considered as 28 kΩ and 4 𝜇F, respectively as the distribution network is considered as a balanced system. The load is connected
between two phases whose value for each phase-to-phase is
considered as 400 Ω. Figure 1 also shows that two 400 V dc
sources are considered as the input.

At the same time, the faulty phase voltage needs to be reduced
to a value equals to or lower than 1.9 kV, 0.75 kV, and 0.25 kV
within 0.085 s, 0.5 s, and 2 s, respectively after activating the
RCC inverter for the low impedance fault. For high impedance
faults, this voltage is only observed at 2 s after starting the compensation with the RCC inverter and its value needs to be maintained at a value equals to or lower than 0.25 kV. It is worth noting that the RCC inverter comes into operation at the instant of
detecting the SLG fault using the neutral voltage.

4.3
4.2

Performance requirements

The faulty phase voltage and fault current need to be compensated within certain time frames guided by the operational
standard in [17] to reduce the risk of bushfire resulting from
SLG powerline faults. According to this standard, the value
of the fault current should maintained at a value lower than
0.5 A within 2 s of activating the RCC inverter for both high
impedance (R f ≥ 1 kΩ) and low impedance (R f < 1 kΩ) faults.

Control implementation and parameters

The performances of the designed NFT-SMC and NT-SMC
are analysed against the performance requirements as discussed
in the previous subsection with a focus to compensate the
fault current and mitigate powerline bushfires. Equation (26) is
developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK platform and then integrated design the switching control input in the instantaneous
form and the PWM scheme is used for generating the actual
switching pulses for switches used in the RCC inverter. Here,
the switching frequency for the RCC inverter is considered as
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FIGURE 6

Faulty phase voltage for R f = 1.3 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A

10 kHz. The switching signal for the NT-SMC is also designed
in a similar way based on Equation (36). The simulation studies are performed by considering the control parameters for
the NFT-SMC as: p = 5, q = 3, k1 = 8500, k2 = 450, 𝜆 = 1.8
and 𝜖 = 0.5 and for the NT-SMC as p = 5, q = 3, k4 = 8500,
k5 = 450, and 𝜎 = 0.5.

4.4

Case studies

The performance of the proposed controller is evaluated by
applying an SLG fault on phase A of the network with varying
fault resistance, R f . A low impedance fault scenario with fault
resistance of 400 Ω and two high resistance fault scenarios with
fault resistances of 1.3 kΩ and 25.4 kΩ are explored to compare the fault current compensation capabilities of the NFTSMC and NT-SMC. The fault is applied at 1 s and the operation
of the RCC inverter is initiated at the same time that reflects the
fast response requirement for bushfire mitigation. The performances of the controllers are analysed and compared for these
three different values of the fault resistances which are reflected
through three case studies as discussed below.

∙ Case 1: Controller performance evaluation for R f = 400 Ω
In this case, a low impedance SLG fault is applied on Phase
A where the fault resistance is 400 Ω, i.e. R f = 400 Ω. The
instantaneous and rms fault currents are shown in Figure 2
from where it is clear that both NFT-SMC and NT-SMC act
to reduce the fault current to the targeted value of 0.5 A within
2 s after the RCC inverter has been activated. In fact, the fault
current becomes around 0.1 A by the action of any of the controllers as shown in the rms representation of the fault current
[see Figure 2(b)]. However, the NFT-SMC acts quicker than
the NT-SMC as is evident from the inset of Figure 2(b). The
instantaneous and rms values of the faulty phase voltage, i.e.
the phase-to-ground voltage for Phase A are shown in Figure 3.
The faulty phase voltages of the network using the NFT-SMC
with the RCC inverter are 38.44 V, 37.86 V, and 37.31 V at
85 ms, 0.5 s, and 2 s, respectively, after the RCC inverter compensation takes place. Furthermore, the corresponding voltages
with the NT-SMC are 43.82 V, 43.52 V, and 43.62 V. Hence,
it is clear from the responses that both controllers are able to
satisfy the requirements of reducing the voltage within specified time frames. However, the control action of the NFT-SMC
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Injected current by the RCC inverter for R f = 1.3 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A

reduces the fault voltage faster as compared with the NT-SMC,
as seen from the inset of Figure 3(b). Surprisingly, the fault voltage somewhat slightly increases at 2 s from 0.5 s for the NTSMC case. Therefore, it can be summarised that the NFT-SMC
achieves the performance requirements for the compensated
distribution network faster than the NT-SMC which is also evident from the injected current from the RCC inverter as shown
in Figure 4. The transient in the injected current for the NFTSMC is smoother than that of the NT-SMC, making the NFTSMC act quicker than the NT-SMC.
∙ Case 2: Controller performance evaluation for R f = 1.3 kΩ
In this case, the fault resistance is R f = 1.3 kΩ with the SLG
fault applied on the same phase, i.e. Phase A. This case is an
illustration of high impedance fault in the compensated distribution system along with the corresponding actions of the
designed NFT-SMC as compared to the NT-SMC. As in the
previous case, both controllers are able to reduce the fault current to less than 0.5 A within 2 s of the fault occurrence which
is illustrated in Figure 5. This current reduction is achieved
through the action of the RCC inverter which is controlled by

the NFT-SMC or NT-SMC. The fault current is significantly
lower than the previous case because of significantly higher
fault resistance. The fault current is reduced to 0.004 A for
both of the controllers at 3 s which is 2 s after the fault is
applied. The differences in the performance of the controllers
are seen from the rms representation of the fault current, similar to the situation in Case 1. It is clear that the NFT-SMC outperforms the NT-SMC in terms of compensating the fault current by reducing the fault current faster. The voltage responses
of both controllers for the compensated distribution network
are shown in Figure 6. At 85 ms after the RCC inverter is
applied, the fault voltage reduces to 55.63 V by the application of the NFT-SMC, however, the voltage is almost five times
higher (2.65 kV) where the NT-SMC is applied. Afterwards,
the fault voltages at 0.5 s and 2 s after the RCC inverter compensation starts become 51.08 V and 50.98 V, respectively, for
the NFT-SMC and 54.32 V and 58.43 V, respectively, for the
NT-SMC. Here, again the fault voltage increases at 2 s compared to the same at 0.5 s in the case where the RCC inverter
is controlled by the NT-SMC. The injected current by the RCC
inverter as shown in Figure 7 further validates the fault current
compensation capability of the NFT-SMC and demonstrates its
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Fault current for R f = 25.4 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A

superiority over the NT-SMC. Hence, the NFT-SMC enables
the RCC inverter to effectively compensate both low and high
impedance faults.
∙ Case 3: Controller performance evaluation for R f =
25.4 kΩ
Finally, another high impedance fault scenario is simulated
with R f = 25.4 kΩ. Here, the highest value of the fault resistance that the need to be detected in the compensated distribution system is considered to further validate the performance
of the NFT-SMC through simulation results. The fault currents
in the network compensated through the control actions of the
NFT-SMC and NT-SMC are shown in Figure 8 for both the
instantaneous and rms values. As in the previous two cases,
the fault current compensation requirements are met for both
of the controllers and the NFT-SMC acts faster than the NTSMC. The faulty phase voltage responses in Figure 9 are also
similar to the two previous cases. The transient response of the
NFT-SMC is better than that of the NT-SMC. The injected current by the RCC inverter is shown in Figure 10 which shows
less oscillations, i.e. better settling performance, in the injected
current.

4.5

Performance summary

In summary, the designed controller is able to fulfil the fault
current compensation requirements for the compensated distribution network to mitigate powerline bushfires. Moreover,
the faulty phase voltage compensation requirements at different
time frames are also met which limits the thermal energy emitted during an SLG fault resulting in devastating bushfires generated from powerlines. The designed controller not only satisfies the performance requirements to reduce the likelihood of
powerline initiated bushfires but also outperforms existing controller, e.g. NT-SMC, as demonstrated through three case studies considering both low and high impedance faults. Hence, the
designed NFT-SMC can be applied to control the RCC inverter
in compensated distribution networks and reduce the risk of
powerline bushfires more significantly.

5

CONCLUSION

The non-singular fast terminal sliding mode control scheme is
employed to derive the switching control input for the RCC
inverter in a compensated distribution network. A non-singular
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Faulty phase voltage for R f = 25.4 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A

Injected current by the RCC inverter for R f = 25.4 kΩ with an SLG fault on Phase A
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fast terminal sliding surface is used to ensure the fast convergence of the neutral current tracking error so that the fault
current is eliminated and the fault phase voltage is maintained
within a limit which are important for mitigating powerline
bushfires. The designed non-singular fast terminal sliding mode
controller eliminates the chattering effects as it uses a continuous function rather than the discontinuous signum function
that is used for traditional sliding mode controllers. Since the
dynamic of the RCC inverter is simple and the sliding mode controller has better tracking characteristics for the sinusoidal reference, the designed controller quickly enforces the error within
the sliding surfaces and initiates the fault current compensation
which has further proven through simulation results under different fault resistances. The designed controller provides better
compensation of the fault current and thus, reduces the risk of
powerline bushfires in a much faster way than the non-singular
terminal sliding mode controller. This is due to the inclusion of
some additional features, helping to improve the convergence
speed, in the non-singular fast terminal sliding surface while
comparing with the non-singular terminal sliding surface. The
designed controller does not consider the effects of parametric uncertainties and external disturbances though these are key
inherent features of the sliding mode control scheme and the
future works will consider these features to design controllers
for the similar system.
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